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We demonstratesusing full-scale micromagnetic simulationsd that the spin-injection driven steady-state

precession of a thin magnetic nanoelement exhibits a complicated transition from a quasimacrospin to chaotic
behavior with increasing element size. For nanoelement parameters and magnetic fields typical of those used
experimentally we show that the macrospin approximation is invalid already for very small nanoelement sizes
s,30 nmd.
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Magnetic excitations induced in a thin layer by a spin-
polarized current injectionsfirst predicted theoretically1 and
soon confirmed experimentally2d are at present one of the
most intensively studied magnetic phenomena due to their
very interesting physical nature and highly promising poten-
tial applications for, e.g., fast switching of nanoelements3

and design of nanosized dc-current driven microwave
generators.4 Due to the complicated remagnetization pro-
cesses involved it was realized very quickly5 that full-scale
micromagnetic simulations should be carried out to support
corresponding experiments, because simulations in a mac-
rospin approximation,6 a necessary first step in understand-
ing some basic physics, cannot explain many important fea-
tures of the experimental observations.3,4

One of the most relevant problems that could be answered
by micromagnetic simulations is the determination of the
critical nanoelement size for the transition from a single- to a
multidomain behavior during the switching and precession
process. This question was addressed in one of the first pa-
pers where full-scale micromagnetic simulations of the spin-
transfer induced remagnetization were carried out.7 It was
claimed in Ref. 7 that a nanoelement with magnetic param-
eters and thickness typical for real experiments remains vir-
tually single domain for lateral size as large as 64364 nm2

up to the highest spin torque tested in the simulationssand
achievable experimentallyd.

In this paper we present a systematic study of magnetiza-
tion structures occurring during the so-called steady-state
precession6 in square nanoelements of varioussizessto make
our presentation as transparent as possible all other param-
eters have been fixedd. We have found that the transition
from a quasimacrospin precession to a multidomain state oc-
curring by the increase of nanoelement size is very compli-
cated; it involves several bifurcations and ends up with a
fully chaotic system behavior. According to our simulations
the transition to a multidomain configuration already takes
place for the size<35–40 nmsthe difference between our
results and those reported in Ref. 7 is probably due to a too
high exchange constant used by Li and Zhang8d.

All parameters used in our simulations were chosen to
mimic typical experimental setups described, e.g., in Refs. 3
and 4: we have simulated the steady-state precessional states
for a square-shaped monolayer element with the thickness
d=2.5 nm, saturation magnetizationMS=950 G, uniaxial an-
isotropy with the anisotropy fieldHK=500 Oe along the 0x
axis, exchange constantA=2310−6 erg/cm, and Gilbert
damping parameterl=0.03 sexcept for the exchange value

the parameters are the same as in Ref. 7d. The lateral size of
a nanoelement was varied from 16316 swhere the element
was single domaind to 1203120 nm2 sthe transition to a cha-
otic state completedd.

Simulations were carried out using ourMICROMAGUS
simulation package9 with an additional module to include the
spin injection in the form of the Slonczewski torqueG
=saJ/MSd ·fM 3 [M 3S]g sS is the spin-polarization direc-
tion of the current through a layerd. All results presented here
were obtained forS and the external fieldHext=1.75 kOe
both directed along the 0x axis and the spin current strength
aJ=0.4MS sthis is nearly twice the critical valueaJ

cr

=0.22MS for which the steady-state precession appears for
b=40 nmd. The Oersted field and thermal noise were not
taken into accountsT=0d, because we intended to study a
“minimal” model of the spin-torque driven magnetization
dynamicssand to make our system as similar as possible to
that studied in Ref. 7d. The lateral mesh size was 232 nm2.
We have checked that all results were nearly independent of
the discretization: doubling the number of discretization cells
along each side never led to any qualitative changes of the
magnetization configurations or power spectra and resulted
in a shift of the spectral peak positions up to a maximum of
5%.

The coarse trend describing the system behavior with in-
creasing element lateral sizeb is relatively simple. For very
small sizessup tob<20 nmd the element behaves as a mac-
rospinsfirst row in Fig. 1d; the magnetization configurations
for any time remain almost collinear. The three-dimensional
s3Dd trajectory of the average magnetizationmav shows a
well-known “out-of-plane” precession which was predicted
by both single-spin6 and finite-element simulations.7 The
power spectrum ofmx

av oscillations exhibits a very sharp
peak at the precession frequencyfprec and much smaller
peaks with rapidly decreasing amplitudes at 2fprec, 3fprec,
etc., due to a slightly nonsinusoidal character of the preces-
sion.

When the element size is increased, the maximal preces-
sion angle also increases until the out-of-plane precession
trajectory touches the elements0xyd planesthis happens for
b=32±1 nmd and the transition to the “butterfly” trajectory
occurs. The magnetization structure exhibits clear deviations
from a single domain one: the maximal angle between mag-
netization vectors at various element points for, e.g.,b
=40 nm exceeds 45°. Although the total oscillation period
increasessthe limiting cycle is now much longer than for the
out-of-plane precessiond, the spectrum peak ofmx

av oscilla-
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tions moves towardhigher frequencies because one cycle
includes nowtwo oscillation periods formx

av ssecond row in
Fig. 1d. The weak satellites of the main spectral lines are due
to a slow back-and-forth displacement of themav trajectory
in the region near the 0xy plane occurring in a nearly flat
energy landscape in this region.

Further enlargement of the element leads to the formation
of well-defined domains with clearly visible domain walls in
between. This, in turn, results in the transition to aquasip-
eriodic mav trajectory, which now fills a bent torussthird row
for b=60 nm in Fig. 1d. The coexistence of several domains
explains the broadening of the spectrum and the shift of the
mx

avstd dependence toward highermx
av values, due to the ex-

ternal field in the positive 0x direction.
For still larger element sizes the transition to thechaotic

behavior finally occursssee the example forb=80 nm in the
fourth row in Fig. 1d. The magnetization trajectory com-
pletely fills an area near the polemx=1, my=mz=0. The size
of the filled area decreases with increasingb due to the same
aligning effect of the external field. Chaotic domain structure
leads to significant changes of the averagemx

av value at time
scales much larger than thesstill visibled oscillation period.
This results in a gradual transfer of the spectral power to
very low frequencies.

Simulations for several intermediate system sizes reveal
that the transition from the single-domain to the chaotic
behavior described above contains a very interesting inter-
mediate stagesFig. 2d. First of all we note that although
the qualitative behavior of theaveragemagnetization for
sizes, e.g.,b=40 and 52 nm is the samef3D mav trajectories
of the butterfly type are observed and corresponding spectra
are quite similarsthe first and the last rows in Fig. 2dg, mag-
netization patterns during the precession are very different
sFig. 3d.

For b=40 nm the magnetization direction inside the ele-
ment remains roughly the samefthe maximal angle between
msr d vectors at various element points is,50°g. Pairs of
semicircular quasidomains are formed near the opposite ele-
ment sides during the precessionsFig. 3, upper graphd and
transitions between the areas with differentmsr d directions
are smooth.

In contrast, the magnetization configuration for the size
b=52 nm exhibits two well-defined domains with nearly op-
posite magnetization directionssFig. 3, lower pictured, and
the corresponding domain wall moves up and down during
the steady-state precession. The physical reason for this dif-
ference probably is that for the larger element size the total
spin torques acting on different element regions are high

FIG. 1. Time dependencies
of thex projection of the average
element magnetizationmx

av sfirst
columnd, 3D trajectories ofmav

ssecond columnd, and spectra of
mx

av sthird columnd for various
element sizes as indicated on the
left.
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enough to create two relatively well-defined and nearly ho-
mogeneously magnetized domains rather than to produce a
configuration with smoothly varying magnetization through-
out the whole nanoelement.

The transition between the two butterfly regimes de-
scribed above occurs in a very interesting way. When the size
is increased aboveb=40 nm, the limiting cycle broadens
into a band of trajectories whose width is maximal in the
already mentioned critical region near the 0xy planessee the
3D trajectory forb=46 nm in the second row in Fig. 2d; this
also results in the shift and broadening of the main spectral
line. On a furthersvery smalld size increase up tob=48 nm
the continuous band of trajectories splits itself and all trajec-
tories collapse into three limiting subcyclessthird row in Fig.
2d. A peak at a frequency much lower than that of a normal
precession corresponding to the complete motion cycle over
all these three subcycles appears in the spectrum, together
with its harmonics. And, finally, the size increase up tob
=52 nm let all the subcycles collapse into a single butterfly-
type limiting cycle.

The detailed discussion of these results will be given else-
where. Here we only mention that, according to our simula-
tions, the transitions studied above are shifted, as expected,

toward higher lateral sizes when the exchange constant
and/or the element thickness is increased. The smoothing of
sharp corners of a square element also stabilizes to some
extent the homogeneous magnetization state. However, for
all studied values of the exchange constantssup to A=4
310−6 erg/cmd, all thicknesses up tod=5 nm, and all
smoothing radiisup to a circular shaped the element with the
lateral sizeb=120 nm was always at least in a multidomain
state. Inclusion of the Oersted field shifts all transitions to-
ward smaller sizes because this field is strongly inhomoge-
neous.

The influence of thermal noise on these processes requires
careful investigationsexcept for the trivial statement that this
noise is expected to shift the transition sizes toward smaller
dimensionsd, especially in view of recent important insights
into the general problem of thermal fluctuations in numerical
micromagnetics.10 Whether thermal noise will mask the fine
features shown in Fig. 2 is not clear in advance; for example,
even for a smaller element with lower exchange11 some fine
features of the limiting cycles in the multidomain region are
still clearly visible forT=300.

Some brief comments concerning theoretical interpreta-
tion of our results and their relation to earlier simulations and

FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1
for element sizes fromb=40 to
52 nm.
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experimental observations are in order. First we note that a
theoretical analysis of our data obviously requires the appli-
cation of the nonlinear dynamics formalism.12 For example,
the qualitative changes of trajectories shown in Fig. 2
strongly resemble pictures of processes known as “period
multiplication” bifurcations; the time-dependent trajectories
for, e.g., b=48 nm are very similar to those known from
Lorentz attractor studies;12 and the overall behavior of the
system when its size is increased obviously represents a nice
example of the transition from regular to chaotic behavior
when one of the system parameterssthe nanoelement size in
our cased is varied.12

However, we point out that the corresponding rigorous
analysis will be extremely difficult. The reason is that our
system is actually a 2N-dimensional one, whereN=Nx3Ny
is the total number of discretization cells. This means that
trajectories of theaveragemagnetization shown in Fig. 1 and
2 arenot the trajectories in the system phase space which are
required for the analysis with nonlinear dynamics methods,
but merely the trajectories of certain low-dimensionals3Dd
functionals defined on this phase space. The complete analy-

sis of the system behavior in terms of Lyapunov exponents
would require thesvery precised determination of the eigen-
values of corresponding 2N32N matrices, which is a te-
dious computational task, leaving apart the rather nontrivial
interpretation problem of the resulting sets of 2N eigenval-
ues. For these reasons we believe that such studies should be
carried out only if one expects from them new deep insights
into the physics of the process beyond those that can be
obtained by studying standard physical characteristics as dis-
cussed above.

Our results can also be compared with simulations from
Refs. 13–15, where a transition from the quasimonodomain
to a multidomain and further to a chaotic state with increas-
ing current strength was “observed” for elliptical 100
350 nm2 Permalloy13 and 130370 nm2 Co sRef. 15d
single-layer elements. In Refs. 13 and 15 similar kinds of
magnetization oscillation spectra for a steady-state preces-
sion were obtained. The spin current strengthaJ=0.4MS used
in our simulations corresponds to the current values where
the chaotic magnetization behavior in Refs. 13 and 15 was
observed. Hence, taking into account the relatively large el-
ement sizes used in Refs. 13 and 15, we conclude that for
this particular region of sizes and currents our results are in
qualitative agreement with Refs. 13 and 15.

Results like those shown here may be in principle com-
pareddirectly with high-quality experimental measurements
of the spin-transfer induced microwave oscillation spectra
available now.4 However, our simulations demonstrate that
for the nanoelement sizes commonly used in such experi-
ments, the nature of the precessional stateswhich is neces-
sary to ensure the very existence of nondecaying, microwave
oscillationsd is very sensitive to the element size. Further-
more scorresponding results will be reported elsewhered the
shape of the element and its polycrystalline structuresfor
materials with significant magnetocrystalline anisotropyd
also play an important role. Apart from the evident conclu-
sion that simulations of a spin-torque induced precession of
nanoelements with experimentally interesting sizes in a mac-
rospin approximation are not very helpful, our results show
that aprecisedetermination of all above mentioned physical
parameters of the experimentally studied system is required
to enable a meaningful comparison with micromagnetic
simulations. The latter step is, in turn, necessary for a real
understanding of physical processes underlying the magneti-
zation dynamics in the presence of a spin-polarized current.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of magnetization patterns during the steady-
state precession for elements with the sidesb=40 and 52 nm.
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